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Geographically Uruguay is the same size as state of Washington– with only HALF the 
population: 3.5million
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Our focus in the capital city of Montevideo, the residence of about half the nation’s 
population.
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Capital city:  HALF of the country’s people live—1.3 million
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A bird’s eye view of the Richline’s neighborhood
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Practicing for Carnaval directly in front of our home
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Walking down main street
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POVERTY: Many commonly sort through trash containers or sleep on the sidewalks. 
We seek to help provide their physical needs while sharing the gospel
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MATE is the bitter, green tea loved by Uruguayans. See how many mate mugs you can 
count through the rest of the presentation…
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IN URUGUAY—we will follow the growth of one vineyard that began in 2015 in 
Montevideo.
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At Joshua and Sabrina Richlines’ weddings at the end of 2021
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Julia still lives with us and is finishing film school, while Isaiah just began studying at 
Cornerstone University in Grand Rapids, MI
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We are excited to have the Paysons with us, who arrived at the end of August
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Stephen and Catalina 

The Paysons (2022- )
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Samuel, Ana, Catalina, Stephen, Sofia, Lucas



Our present location downtown
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Just blocks from Urugyuay’s central bus terminal
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And only two blocks from main street
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Many folks walk in off the street
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Necessary construction this year left us without a building for two months
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So we met in the Richline’s home as well as a local party place
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But we are now “home”
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The following are various methods of evangelism we have used since 2015
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MATE DRINKERS!
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At the local outdoor market… MATE ALERT!
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Our Missionary Associate helpers have taught weekly English conversation classes
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Short term teams have done week-long English clubs
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With classes both for children…
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And adults.  MATE ALERT!
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Pastors preach in English while we translate…
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Our church members have also shared the gospel during these clubs
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Daily reformed radio broadcasts online
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Programs that challenge errant doctrines in the Uruguayan evangelical church, such 
as…
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Church members as well as outsiders borrow our books
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MATE ALERT!
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The graffiti reads-- There is life in Jesus
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And we have been blessed to see Jesus bringing life to his church
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This young lady professed faith almost three years ago
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And continues growing in Christ through the testing of her faith
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She enjoys making Facebook videos on various biblical themes to evangelize her 
friends
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Quién es Dios?   (Who is GOD?)
--Eternal
--Invisible
--Light
--Creator of the heavens and the earth
--Heavenly Father
--Potter
--Redeemer
--Inmortal

Carácter de Dios?  (What is GOD like?)
--Comforter
--Love
--Forgives our sins
--Pacient
--Merciful
--Faithful
--Perfect
--Never changes



Others like this family have come to us from other church backgrounds seeking 
sound, biblical preaching and teaching
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Juan was nominated for ruling elder and finished our leadership training
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He was ordained ruling elder in September 2020 and has faithfully served Salvos Por 
Gracia
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Fellowship opportunities.  MATE ALERT
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GROWING GOD’S VINEYARD IN 2022

Photo by Stefano Zocca on Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@stefano_zocca?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/vine-grapes?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


This is what our church is like today
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When other members realized one family was working Sundays and couldn’t attend, 
they decided to change the service time so they could join.
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Our 
Lord’s 
Day

Worship



We meet online as long distances and bus schedules make traveling very challenging
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Los Jueves:  Thursday night Bible Study and Prayer
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Men’s and Women’s book studies



Food, Fun and Fellowship around God’s Word
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Fall Picnic: the three Fs



We had three churches in attendance at our May conference.
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Our Marriage Conference 2022



In September we celebrated 7 years of God’s faithfulness to Salvos Por Gracia
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IPSG
7

YEARS 
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Our 
newest 
member 
family



Baptisms, membership vows and wedding vows all on the same Lord’s Day in October
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Married the very same day!



We praise God for THREE candidates: two for ruling elder and one for deacon
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Current Leadership Training 
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EVANGELISM:  reformed book table
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EVANGELISM:  clothing give away



One of our newest friends interested in membership
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Building 
Relationships
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EACH WORK NEEDS ITS OWN PASTOR
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Reformed Fellowship
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Our first Reformed Seminary began in August 2019 with 17 students
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I have taught classes on the gospels…
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The Westminster Confession
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Homiletics
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And the Psalms, among others
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Algunos ejemplos serían:

V. OTROS SALMOS MESIANICOS

EL MESÍAS 
SUFRIENTE

TEXTO EN 
SALMOS

CORRELACIÓN EN EL 
NUEVO TESTAMENTO

El Mesías no quebró
ninguno de sus huesos.

Salmo 34:20 Juan 19:32-33

El Mesías se sacrifica en
una única ofrenda por
todos nosotros .

Salmo 40:6-9 Hebreos 10:10-13

El Mesías es odiado por
muchos.

Salmo 69:4 Lucas 23: 13-22

El desprecio al Mesías Salmo 69: 7 Mateo 26: 65-67

El Mesías fue rechazado
por los Judíos.

Salmo 69: 8 Juan 1:11

Le dieron a Jesús hiel y 
vinagre

Salmo 69: 21 Mateo 27:34



MATE ALERT!
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And yes… this is a mate made from an actual cow’s hoof
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By June 2023, Salvos Por Gracia Presbyterian Church…
* Will enjoy a membership of 40 people and a regular worship service                
numbering 50 or more.
* Will be governed by at least two ruling elders and one deacon.
* Will be assuming more financial responsibility on her way to being independent 
of our mission.

By June 2023, Our Uruguay Mission…
* Will be regularly hosting Missionary Associates and short term missions teams.
* Will be starting a new church plant in the greater Montevideo area.
* Will be working with the other Presbyterian and Reformed Denomination toward 
forming a Uruguayan presbytery.



THANK YOU for keeping God’s vineyard here in prayer.  Our church members are 
asking you to pray for the following:
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Please also seek our Lord 

To raise up other ordained leaders for Salvos Por Gracia

To guide Salvos Por Gracia to become independent from our Uruguay Mission

To use our mission to begin another reformed church plant by next year

To lead our current presbyterian works in forming a presbytery
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16 mates!
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Our mission thanks you with all our heart 
for your continued support through your 

financial giving, your birthday and 
anniversary cards, your visits and 

participation with us in ministry, and more 
than anything, your continued prayers. 
We are unable to serve the Lord here 

apart from you and 
your partnership 

in the gospel.


